
In 2025 the Niarchos Foundation organized an international design competition for artists and 
architects to develop sustainable projects promoting creative agribusiness and biodiversity. The 
socially progressive and tech savvy Belgian design group ‘Multi-pli’ won the competition by 
designing an on-site urban bee farm to be operated by a colony of autonomous robotic bees. 

The robotic bees farm premiered at the Niarchos Foundation and quickly expanded to hundreds 
of blighted properties across Athens with funding provided by Euro-American multinationals 
including Monsanto, Bayer CropScience, and BASF Chemical Company as well as a 
consortium of Saudi-Chinese investors already committed to developing real estate along 
Greece’s coastline since 2008. Using state of the art nano technologies, designers from Multi-pli 
programed millions of solar powered bees to pollinate acres of perviously unproductive land; 
inspiring a surge of urban development into areas previously considered dangerous and 
unsightly. Equipped with online surveillance technology, the colony was able to report live 
monitoring information from each site; supplying programmers important information about 
human behavior in the city. 

The Greek public were charmed by the flying micro-bots given their ancient familiarity with bees. 
Public relation managers emphasized the insects social character. Bees are fragile creatures 
with short life spans who above all work together. Television ads paired bees with working class 
Greeks, still reeling from austerity measures, who found strength and commonality from their 
new robotic companions. Songs promoting hard work, innovation, and togetherness 
broadcasted across national radio. The projects success brought great notoriety to the Niarchos 
Foundation, providing a surplus of goodwill towards future horizons. Like many cultural 
institutions across the globe, The Niarchos Foundation broadened its ambitions to include 
mediation of foreign investments with diplomatic concerns. This vision was tested in 2016 when 
then President of The United States Barack Obama visited the foundation to discuss moving 
America’s military base from Turkey to Greece.

By 2020 the American military base in Turkey was moved to Greece while tripling in size. 
Although the deal solidified The Niarchos Foundations new identity as a hybrid space for 
transnational financial and military transactions, many attributed the move with the collapse of 
the EU-Turkey Agreement and the further isolating of Turkey from Europe. 

Migration patterns activated again during this time. Pressure from European nations for Greece 
to patrol their borders intensified. It was decided to repurpose the revered robotic bees as micro 
air vehicles (M.A.V) to survey the borders. The bees were outfitted with situational awareness 
technologies and airdropped into place by manless drones supplied by the US government. 
Swarm operations continued 24/7 sub-visual patrolling of the borders without ever being 
noticed. Movements of refugees at the northern border were monitored by bees flying on 
‘extended surveillance mode’ while refugees arriving by sea were scanned and categorized 
using nano eye recognition capabilities before they reach land.  Emboldened by the almost 
symphonic merging of creative urban renewal, foreign investment, and operative military 
positioning, the Niarchos Foundation continued pursing projects funded equally by the state and 
supra-state interests with tremendous success. 


